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Abstract- Place of technology in our world that includes competing billions of people for being successful by doing big works 
with limited sources is undisputedly important. It is obvious that choosing the most logical way for technology's bringing 
problems and finding unique innovations to update systems and to create a new product provide big advantages.  As we 
enforcing these methods searching new innovations and solutions by blinking methods for solving problems of living 
creatures' that living already on this planet before humanity's coming and become an expert about solving problems cause us 
losing time and money. Researches show that most of innovations we found are already subsisted in methods of living 
creatures' living on this planet for millions of years and features they have. In this work effects of sea and air animals' features 
to technology was researched and tried to light up innovations can be made in the future. 
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I. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NATURE AND 
SCIENCE 
 
1.1 Nature’s Contribution to Science 
Lately, the searches shows that they are gained a 
different qualification by accepting the reality that 
either in everyday life or industrial, scientific searches 
and the main and stable method for the problems’ 
solution, which embody a lot of difficulties and 
discrepancies like innovation and updating, comes 
from nature we live and by putting these methods into 
practice in a rational way. These methods which are 
inspired by nature and used in life are more permanent 
and effective in subjects such as productivity, being 
nature friendly, long lasting and easy sustaining when 
they are compared to other methods. Natural systems 
having features as reliability, applicability and 
affordability are desired to be used in industrial area 
and have been subject to many investigations. Besides, 
with the effect of that, a lot of human-made 
mechanism have been tried to be designed as imitation 
of these natural systems. The idea of translating the 
science in nature via imitating it into technological 
applications would lead to new developments is back 
to times of Da Vinci. Da Vinci took an example of 
physical structures of animals by drawings that he did 
and made these drawings become a new area in 
science. M.Benyus who understands the potential of 
creatures' abilities and innovation that can be made by 
using these abilities, has published a book named 
biomimicry in recent years.  
Abilities of some animals being so hard to imitate that 
can lead future's technological developments are 
these: 
 
1-Geko lizard's ability to move even on the vertical 
surfaces owing to nearly 2 billion plumes being under 

each of it's foot and closing all space between  foot and 
surface 
2-Kangaroos' logging by using less energy  depending 
on how fast they jump owing to their special body 
design 
3-Camels' ability to walk nearly 200 km without 
drinking water and to drink 100 lt. water in 10 
minutes 
4-Panther chameleon's ability to hunt preys by 
throwing it's more than 50 cm. tongue with the 10 
meter/second speed   
5-Tree fog's ability to change it's skin color according 
to angle of sunlight to save itself against to damages of 
sun energy 
6-Ekstremofil's ability to produce organic materials 
for syntheses of water and carbon dioxide in 
environments having high level of temperature, 
pressure and radiation 
7-Vampire bat's ability to locate its hunt in 
environments having 90 C less temperature than its 
body owing to heat sensitive receptors 
8-Baby turtles' ability to live without food in -100 C 
temperature owing to a material such like antifreeze in 
its issues 
9-Pecker's tongues are pressure sensitive to even a 
small pressure change that a worm can make thanks to 
materials that are named as Herbts particles 
10-River dolphin's ability to hunt in blurred waters 
owing to its sound sonar that can sense a walnut from 
a distance of 70 meters 
11-Circus cyaneus's ability to reach the objects in deep 
and rough places owing to its two- jointed pretty long 
legs 
12-Ice worm's ability to live in very cold places owing 
to prevent crystallization by mean of combining a 
special protein with ice even though its body consists 
so much water 
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Nature which have the creatures that can live in 
different environments and can adapt themselves in a 
best way according to the conditions of the 
environment they live have contributed to the born of 
many systems which are developed by humans and 
technology with the potential it has. Many innovations 
that are tried to be done by today’s technology are used 
by different kind of creatures for millions of years in 
the world. That is why first studies are remained 
limited because of the undeveloped technology studies 
about nature. Experiment increased with the 
deepening studies and in nano dimensions imitations 
become very similar to each other. Researches about 
nature will enrich knowledge treasury and make itself 
closer to perfection of nature much more. 
 
II. THE FIELDS OF BIOMIMICRY THAT CAN 
BE USED IN TODAY’S AND FUTURE 
TECHNOLOGY 
 
Biomimicry's working area expanded because of 
living creatures' being inspiration to a lot of new 
technologies and improvements in this area 
accelerated. In first section, examples of biomimicry 
in today's world shown and in second section possible 
innovations will be explained.  
 
2.1. EXAMPLES OF BIOMIMICRY IN 
TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY 

 
Kingfisher as a heron is small but very fast and 
powerful hunter. Japan JR West Business 
Organization has found a solution for the problems of 
the fastest train by examining the kingfisher. When 
the kingfisher dive into the sea, it goes through sudden 
changes because of the drag like the train when it 
enters the tunnel. The tip of the train including the 
headlights are designed by imitating the kingfisher’s 
beak exactly the same. After this design the sonic 
boom is gone and the train starts to go faster. At the 
same time, 30% air pressure has decreased and the use 
of electricity has reduced by 15%.  
        

 

One of the animals that energy retrenching with the 
help of special design of it's fins is whale. Being 
indented of it' s fins' front section makes reduced 
resistance of water %32 and increased lift force %8 
when compared flat fin. With these it increases 
efficiency in general meaning. Special structure of 
whale's fins was used in wing turbines'  pans and 
increased efficiency when compared normal pans. In 
the same way, this structure may be used in propellers' 
pans, wings' front section and efficiency may be 
increased. With this way fuel can be retrenched and 
long term missions can be made without refueling and 
losing time. 
 
2.2. INNOVATIONS THAT CAN BE MADE BY 
USING NEKTONS' AND AIR ANIMALS' 
FEATURES IN THE FUTURE 
In order to ensure the continuity of generations and 
avoiding to be hunted , flying fish  are going beyond 
their own nature by forcing their all capacity. 
Curiously, they can escape from the hunters by using 
their special fins providing to fly. When they feel any 
threat they get out of the water and escape from 
hunters by floating about 200 meters without 
energizing. Their flexible fins act as wings during the 
flight and provide a good holding in low speeds. 
Unlike the conventional wings having only certain 
segments  as a flapping part, implementing these 
special fins which are examined in the laboratory  can 
change the conventional rules in aviation. It can light 
the way for many developments to changing chamber 
rate by the whole surface of the wing. Thus it can 
change many of the main features such as saving fuel 
in the aircraft, stall characteristics, profile structure. 
           The sensor technology  developing with the 
technology's  assistance is almost spread out all of  the 
world and became no dispensable for the system that is 
working automatically since it was founded. They 
were used in different  places like preventing 
hazardous situations with early warnings, providing 
retrenching with preventing to waste sources, taking 
certain results by  making less mistakes against 
human and they are going to be used in the future. One 
of the living creature that comes mind first is Big 
White Shark when it is talked about sensor systems. 
There are amount of well conductive special stomas 
that is full of liquid like jelly (Lorenzini bulbs)  in 
front their body. Through these pores, they are very 
sensitive even sense to heart rhythm or the minimum 
electrical current. In addition, through two different 
length tubes which extend lengthways their bodies, 
they can sense the smallest movement in the water. 
Similarly the Tunas improved  their sensation ability   
through   their pressure sensors. They  can sense the 
pressure difference in the water through the from  
head to tail extending, line shaped sensors. They can 
even notice the movement of  living creatures being 1 
mm from the distance of 100 meters. As a result of 
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examining and using the denseness distribution of  
these sensitive sensors on the sharks and tunas, the 
searching and fixing systems of  ships and submarines 
can be improved and it may increase the delicacy level 
of these systems. Also using these sensor systems  at 
the micro aircrafts can help to find  the people who 
stayed under the wreckages which happened because 
of the natural disasters like earthquake or avalanche.           
There are always corruption and deflection 
probabilities for systems like compass and GPS 
because of the effects of interference. Especially for 
the aspect of airline, in today’s World which 
transportation opportunities gradually increase, all 
flights are done by using determined routes and 
coordinates. There are lots of systems in planes which 
work simultaneous for following the routes and 
coordinates. With having specific senses monarchs 
can go long distances without the systems like 
compass and GPS. They find their ways using 
magnetic north of World and sunlight which come to 
their antenna and eyes. They immigrate 3200 km 
between Canada and Mexico for 5 months and for 
throughout  3 generation. This feature which 
monarchs have, can be used for aircrafts by making it 
applicable. So that; it can remove other systems, 
decrease cost  and decrease the risk of missing of 
plane. Against threat elements coming from outside, 
having a short reaction time reduces the success rate of 
threat elements. With their own special security 
systems, houseflies improving a perfect defense 
mechanism can react to threats earlier and pretty 
speed owing to their special eyes. They can success 
this by dint of their two eyes with 400 condensing 
lenses and unique angle of vision which is nearly 360 
degree. They sense the vision by choosing most 15 
necessary ones through their own 100 different 
visions. Hereby, they can sense the treats earlier and 
can react rapidly. Very effective results can be made in 
camera systems by using this houseflies' perfect 
mechanism via software. That specialty can be used 
for UAVs' cameras. It can supply an important time 
saving sending systems' necessary vision to receiver 
automatically while sweeping more than one area. At 
the same time, with that specialty which can render 
possible target analysis to nerve center in enemy area, 
it can make possible to improve ammos which go to 
the right target, not to be deceived the fake targets, by 
integrating to the smart ammos. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Nature that we are part of and has the solution of many 
problems we have come across for millions of years 
makes our lives easier depending on how much 

interest we show to it. The researches show that nature 
which is very rich with regard to diversity and 
differentiation is also very rich with regard to the 
solutions it has found for the problems. In today's life, 
industrial and scientific researches have resolved 
efficiently, directly and permanently with inspirations 
and imitations of nature. This development has 
directed many scientists’ studies and the repository 
that has been developed in this area, has deepened. It 
is certain that one thousand years that we have lived in 
the past and one thousand years that we will live in the 
future will be very different. To direct and differentiate 
the change that will happen, it will be needed that we 
must imply these creatures to our lives very effectively 
according to the variable and vital circumstances as 
long as Earth exists. 
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